
 

BAMcinématek presents Cool Worlds: The Animation 
of Ralph Bakshi, May 9—20 
 
Bakshi in person following the screenings of Heavy Traffic and 
Coonskin 
 
The Wall Street Journal is the title sponsor for BAMcinématek and BAM Rose Cinemas. 
 
Brooklyn, NY/Apr 10, 2014—From Friday, May 9 through Tuesday, May 20, BAMcinématek 
presents Cool Worlds: The Animation of Ralph Bakshi, a retrospective devoted to his 
outrageous, rude, and weirdly beautiful animation. Long before Adult Swim, Bakshi broke down 
the Disney barrier to make the first cartoons aimed squarely at grown-ups, beginning with the first 
X-rated animated feature and continuing through a new Kickstarter-funded project that promises to 
end a 20-year retirement. The Brownsville-born animator returns to his native Brooklyn for this 
tribute. 
 
As an animator and director for low-budget cartoon house Terrytoons in the 1960s—working on 
TV shows like Deputy Dawg and Heckle and Jeckle—Bakshi yearned to apply his talent to subject 
matter that reflected his own experiences as a working-class Brooklynite as well as the turbulent 
politics of the era. For his first feature, Bakshi adapted Robert Crumb’s edgy underground comic 
Fritz the Cat (1972—May 15 & 17) in which the bored, horny kitty on the make ditches his NYU 
dorm and takes to the road. More acidic even than Crumb’s version, Bakshi’s Fritz became a 
freeform lampoon of the whole counterculture, sparing no target, left or right. The MPAA, startled 
by the graphic, hand-drawn nudity and sex that would become an early Bakshi trademark, slapped 
an X rating on Fritz, even after producer Steve Krantz gamely protested that “animals having sex 
isn’t pornographic.” 
 
Explicitly autobiographical, Heavy Traffic (1973—May 9 & 13) is a portrait of the cartoonist as a 
young man in which the hero escapes a troubled family scene by exploring a New York street life 
that proves to be even more violent and dark. Jonathan Lethem has cited the film as a huge 
influence on his work, calling it “a signal example of combining New York outer borough vernacular 
texture—that feeling of being a kid encountering the city in that kind of way, bridging the world of a 
dreamy, artistic, imaginative weirdness—with the life of the neighborhood.” Heavy Traffic’s strong, 
independent black heroine anticipated Coonskin (1975—May 10), Bakshi’s exploration of the 
African-American cultural traditions that fascinated him as a youth growing up in a mostly black 
neighborhood. Transplanting Uncle Remus’ Southern black archetypes to gang-ridden Harlem, 
Coonskin featured terrific performances (both animated and live action) by Barry White and 
Scatman Crothers, but was unfairly attacked as the blaxploitation it critiqued. Roger Ebert was an 
early champion of the film, stating that “by using caricatures and stereotypes so outrageously, 
Bakshi forces us to SEE them, to deal with them, instead of letting them pile up in our unused but 
potentially mischievous subconscious baggage.” Darius James, author of That's Blaxploitation: 
Roots of the Baadasssss 'Tude, will join Bakshi for a Q&A following the screening. 
 
The controversy with Coonskin delayed Bakshi’s next project, an alternately nostalgic and 
nightmarish reflection on 1950s Brooklyn street gangs. Reshot on and off over seven years, Hey 
Good Lookin’ (1982—May 18 & 19) was based on a pair of Bakshi’s childhood friends, but with 
two of Scorsese’s actors providing the main voices, it also played like a quasi-musical spoof of 
Mean Streets—one that Quentin Tarantino favors over the original. The transitional Wizards 
(1977—May 16), a Tolkienesque fantasy in which fairies and evil mutants fight over the remains of 



 

a post-apocalyptic Earth, was Bakshi’s effort to show Disney that he, too, could make a family film—albeit 
one with neo-Nazi bad guys and a seriously NSFW fairy princess. A major stylistic and thematic shift, 
Wizards saw Bakshi experimenting with rotoscoping (the retracing of live-action footage as animation), 
which became the primary style in his century-spanning musical epic American Pop (1981—May 18). 
Filled with musical icons from Gershwin to the Sex Pistols, this chronicle of a troubled multi-generational 
lineage of singers and songwriters celebrated the joy of popular music as the ultimate American form of 
expression and—amid its more unflinching subplots—mourned the devastating influence of drugs and the 
mafia on the music industry. BAMcinématek will present the world premiere of a new DCP restoration for 
this screening. The dark, naughty Cool World (1992—May 20) was a return to filmmaking after a decade 
in television—one that finally realized Bakshi’s dream of fully integrating live action and animation and 
featured a confident performance from a young Brad Pitt as the villain.  
 
For press information, please contact: 
Lisa Thomas at 718.724.8023 / lthomas@BAM.org  
Hannah Thomas at 718.724.8002 / hthomas@BAM.org  
 
Cool Worlds: The Animation of Ralph Bakshi Schedule 
 
Fri, May 9 
2:30, 4:30, 7*, 9:45pm: Heavy Traffic 
 
Sat, May 10 
7*, 9:45pm: Coonskin 
 
Tue, May 13 
4:30pm: Heavy Traffic 
 
Thu, May 15 
4:30pm: Fritz the Cat 
 
Fri, May 16 
2, 4, 6, 8, 9:50pm: Wizards 
 
Sat, May 17 
2, 4, 6, 8, 9:50pm: Fritz the Cat 
 
Sun, May 18 
2, 6:30pm: American Pop 
4:15, 8:45pm: Hey Good Lookin’ 
 
Mon, May 19 
4:30pm: Hey Good Lookin’ 
 
Tue, May 20 
4:30, 7, 9:15pm: Cool World 
 
*Q&A with Ralph Bakshi 
 
Film Descriptions 
All films in 35mm unless otherwise noted. 
 
American Pop (1981) 97min 
With Mews Small, Ron Thompson, Jerry Holland. 
The history of 20th-century popular music, from vaudeville to punk rock, is related via the story of four 
generations of Russian Jewish immigrants in Bakshi’s sprawling, astoundingly ambitious musical saga. 
The film’s hallucinatory visuals (achieved with Rotoscoping) accompany a dynamite soundtrack that 
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includes songs by Bob Dylan, Lou Reed, Jimi Hendrix, the Sex Pistols, and more. World premiere of a 
new DCP restoration. 
Sun, May 18 at 2, 6:30pm 
 
Cool World (1992) 102min 
With Gabriel Byrne, Kim Basinger, Brad Pitt. 
A comic book artist (Byrne) gets sucked into an animated realm in Bakshi’s film maudit that moves 
between a live-action human world and a madcap cartoon-iverse. A flop upon its release, the film 
contains some of Bakshi’s most inspired animation (including a POV shot into and through a character’s 
body) while giving serious consideration to that age old question: Can a human and a cartoon get it on? 
Tue, May 20 at 4:30, 7, 9:15pm 
 
Coonskin (1975) 83min 
With Barry White, Charles Gordone, Scatman Crothers. 
One of the most controversial films of its era, Bakshi’s savage satire of African-American stereotypes is 
an unrestrained urban update of the “Uncle Remus” stories in which Brother Rabbit, Brother Bear, and 
Preacher Fox are set loose in Harlem’s criminal underworld. Deploying deliberately offensive imagery to 
attack racism, Coonskin remains a potent piece of provocation containing some of Bakshi’s most 
dizzyingly delirious imagery. 
Sat, May 10 at 7, 9:45 
 
Fritz the Cat (1972) 78min  
With Skip Hinnant, Rosetta LeNoire, John McCurry. 
Famously the first animated film to get slapped with an X rating, Bakshi’s debut feature was this 
psychotropic journey through late-60s counterculture, wherein the Greenwich Village-dwelling hepcat 
created by Robert Crumb dabbles in drugs, discovers Harlem, and joins the revolution. Bakshi’s depiction 
of cartoon-cuddly creatures fornicating, getting high, and oozing blood made this wildly audacious 
comedy a landmark of adult animation. 
Thu, May 15 at 4:30pm 
Sat, May 17 at 2, 4, 6, 8, 9:50pm 
 
Heavy Traffic (1973) 76min 
With Joseph Kaufmann, Beverly Hope Atkinson, Frank DeKova. 
Bakshi followed up Fritz the Cat with this kaleidoscopic tale of pimps, pushers, and pinball in a 
nightmarish 1970s New York. Michael is an aspiring cartoonist who draws inspiration from the panoply of 
weirdos and lowlifes (including his Mafioso dad) that surround him. In this expressionistic mash-up of 
animation and live action, Bakshi cuts through the omnipresent sleaze with moments of grim humor and 
surprising poignancy. 
Fri, May 9 at 2:30, 4:30, 7, 9:45pm 
Tue, May 13 at 4:30pm 
 
Hey Good Lookin' (1982) 86min 
With Richard Romanus, David Proval, Jesse Welles. 
Opening with a pile of talking garbage (discussing heaven, of course), this rough, rowdy, and rude 
recollection of Bakshi’s teenage years in Brownsville, Brooklyn, is a dismantling of empty-headed 1950s 
nostalgia. Leather-clad cool-cat Vinnie and his gang, the Stompers, rumble with rivals the Black Chaplins 
in this authentically scummy evocation of New York City, shot through with moments of outré fantasy. 
Sun, May 18 at 4:15, 8:45pm 
Mon, May 19 at 4:30pm 
 
Wizards (1977) 80min 
With Jesse Welles, Bob Holt, Richard Romanus. 
In a future world largely obliterated by nuclear holocaust, two wizards—one good, one an evil propagator 
of Nazism—battle for control of Earth. Bakshi's first foray into fantasy is a dazzlingly ambitious sci-fi epic 
shot on a grindhouse budget. The result is both impressively lofty and 70s-era gritty, a fascinating blend 
of outlandish, visionary visual experimentation and grimy exploitation trappings. 



 

Fri, May 16 at 2, 4, 6, 8, 9:50pm 
 
About BAMcinématek 
The four-screen BAM Rose Cinemas (BRC) opened in 1998 to offer Brooklyn audiences alternative and independent 
films that might not play in the borough otherwise, making BAM the only performing arts center in the country with two 
mainstage theaters and a multiplex cinema. In July 1999, beginning with a series celebrating the work of Spike Lee, 
BAMcinématek was born as Brooklyn’s only daily, year-round repertory film program. BAMcinématek presents new 
and rarely seen contemporary films, classics, work by local artists, and festivals of films from around the world, often 
with special appearances by directors, actors, and other guests. BAMcinématek has not only presented major 
retrospectives by major filmmakers such as Michelangelo Antonioni, Manoel de Oliveira, Shohei Imamura, Vincente 
Minnelli (winning a National Film Critics’ Circle Award prize for the retrospective), Kaneto Shindo, Luchino Visconti, 
and William Friedkin, but it has also introduced New York audiences to contemporary artists such as Pedro Costa 
and Apichatpong Weerasethakul. In addition, BAMcinématek programmed the first US retrospectives of directors 
Arnaud Desplechin, Nicolas Winding Refn, Hong Sang-soo, and, most recently, Andrzej Zulawski. From 2006 to 
2008, BAMcinématek partnered with the Sundance Institute and in June 2009 launched BAMcinemaFest, a 16-day 
festival of new independent films and repertory favorites with 15 NY feature film premieres; the fifth annual 
BAMcinemaFest runs from June 18—29, 2014. 
 
Credits 
 
The Wall Street Journal is the title sponsor of BAM Rose Cinemas and BAMcinématek. 
 
Steinberg Screen at the BAM Harvey Theater is made possible by The Joseph S. and Diane H. Steinberg Charitable 
Trust.  
 
Pepsi is the official beverage of BAM. 
 
Brooklyn Brewery is the preferred beer of BAMcinématek. 
 
BAM Rose Cinemas are named in recognition of a major gift in honor of Jonathan F.P. and Diana Calthorpe Rose. 
BAM Rose Cinemas would also like to acknowledge the generous support of The Peter Jay Sharp Foundation, The 
Estate of Richard B. Fisher, Brooklyn Borough President Eric Adams, Brooklyn Delegation of the New York City 
Council, New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, New York State Council on the Arts, Bloomberg, and Time 
Warner Inc. Additional support for BAMcinématek is provided by the Coolidge Corner Theatre Foundation, The 
Grodzins Fund, The Liman Foundation and Summit Rock Advisors. 
 
BAMcinématek is programmed by Nellie Killian and David Reilly with assistance from Jesse Trussell. Additional 
programming by Ryan Werner.  
 
Special thanks to Ralph Bakshi. Additional thanks to Chris Chouinard/Park Circus; Joe Reid/20th Century Fox; 
Christopher Lane & Michael Horne/Sony Pictures Repertory; Kristie Nakamura/Warner Bros. Classics. 
 
General Information 
 

BAM Howard Gilman Opera House, BAM Rose Cinemas, and BAMcafé are located in the Peter Jay Sharp building at 
30 Lafayette Avenue (between St Felix Street and Ashland Place) in the Fort Greene neighborhood of Brooklyn. BAM 
Harvey Theater is located two blocks from the main building at 651 Fulton Street (between Ashland and Rockwell 
Places). Both locations house Greenlight Bookstore at BAM kiosks. BAM Fisher, located at 321 Ashland Place, is the 
newest addition to the BAM campus and houses the Judith and Alan Fishman Space and Rita K. Hillman Studio. 
BAM Rose Cinemas is Brooklyn’s only movie house dedicated to first-run independent and foreign film and repertory 
programming. BAMcafé, operated by Great Performances, offers a bar menu and dinner entrées prior to BAM 
Howard Gilman Opera House evening performances. BAMcafé also features an eclectic mix of spoken word and live 
music for BAMcafé Live on Friday and Saturday nights with a bar menu available starting at 6pm. 
 
Subway:           2, 3, 4, 5, Q, B to Atlantic Avenue – Barclays Center (2, 3, 4, 5 to Nevins St for Harvey Theater)  

D, N, R to Pacific Street; G to Fulton Street; C to Lafayette Avenue 
Train:                Long Island Railroad to Atlantic Terminal – Barclays Center 
Bus:                 B25, B26, B41, B45, B52, B63, B67 all stop within three blocks of BAM  
Car:                  Commercial parking lots are located adjacent to BAM 
 
For ticket information, call BAM Ticket Services at 718.636.4100, or visit BAM.org. 

 


